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''Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

Senior midfielder looking to
lead men's soccer team to an
improved record this season.
Story on Page 12A

CAA
urges
look at
grades
Chairs advised
to examine grading
patterns, standards
Tammie Sloup
Administration editor

raftle with a much larger prize. She said it has
not been determined what lhe priLes are.
The upbeat Indiana swing band, the Blue
Moon Group, will play at the season opener
tailgating, but no bands are scheduled for the
remaining home games.
Markley said the university would like tailgating to become a more positive event for students and alumni.
"We're trying to bring it back and bring
more alumni back," she said. "We would like to
get more school spirit because there are pbe-

The Council on Academic Affairs
motion to urge department
chairs to consult with lhe repon on
semester grades for lhe entire university in lhe offices of !heir appropriate
deans.
"This would be a timely thing to
do," said CAA member Frank
McCormick. "l hope everyone can be
mindful of their grading patterns."
CAA member Charles Evans distributed a document showing the
breakdown of grade averages from
fall 1995 through summer 1998.
"What is the objective?" asked
CAA member Godson Obia. "There
needs to be some son of standard in
each department"
Obia questioned whether chairs
should be deciding if they should be
grading harder if there are a high
number of A's or if they should be
grading easier if there are a low number of A's.
CAA Chair Bill Addison said they
must determine if !here is grade inflation occurring and this information
should be available to everyone.
Evans said that new faculty members have been urged to visit with
!heir chairs and become familiar with
the data
CAA member Doug Bock said
chairs are likely to "put this on the
bottom of their list" because of other
business such as strategic planning.
The CAA core writing subcommittee also presented a summary of their
progress over the summer.
"From some thumbnail sketches
from lhe Web, it seems we really need
to toughen up (wilh lhe amount of
writing in core classes)," said CAA
member Ken Sunon.
Sutton said that lhe committee has
been looking at different universities'
definition of writing-intensive and
how it is integrated into courses on the
Web.
McCormick and Sutton also met
wilh Linda Calendrillo, director of
writing across the curriculum, and
agreed that it should be "mathematically impossible" to earn a Cina writ-

See TAUAml Page 2
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appro~ed a

ctice makes perfect
Chesnut, a sophomore pre-engineering major, Rob Allen, a senior percussion major, and Raymond Mietus, a freshman percussion major practice
· the sculpture building Thursday evening in preparation for the upcoming football games.

udents, professor examine last Ice Age
ByAlffflhon
Ca11Y,JOS editor
work of 12 Eastern stuand an Eastern professor has
Coles County piece togethhistory of the land during the
Age, 20,000 years ago.
t Gutowski, professor of
/geography, said he began
· g glacial deposits in
central Illinois for two rea'> help him better understand
nee of glacial events and
relate this infoanation to

1be first class had only six students but the project got underway
and led to the discovery of paleo
soil, which is old soil.
"What we found early on was a
buried landscape," Gutowski said
This early landscape contained
trees still in the rooted position that
had been buried with lake
deposits, Gutowski said The team
also found moss, grass and twigs
in the lakes surrounding the site.
"All of that was buried and preserved in extremely good condition," Gutowski said
He said a process called carbon
14 dating was used to determine
that the landscaping was about
20,000 years old. He said lhe carbon 14 dating gives the age wilhin

,, _____

It was like they were placed
there a few weeks before, not
20,000 years.

,,

Vincent Gutowski,
geology/geography professor

_____

SO years.
Six to eight organic fragments
were found from the rooted trees.
'This was extremely significant because lhe trees hadn't been
carried anywhere," Gutowski said.
'"This is lhe soulhcm most point of
the latest glaciation in the country.

People want to know a lot about
the last glacial episode because it
could affect weather."
He said the students started by
looking at the debris and found
about 30 different types of seeds
that were also weU preserved. 1be
students sorted and sent their findings to a specialist
"It was like they were placed
!here a few weeks before not
20,000 years," Gutowski said.
Three students received undergraduate research grants for their
work studying specific parts of the
project
'The most important part of the
story is that the find allowed us to
See ICE AGE Page 2

ety concerns to change parking at tailgating
By Joe Sanner
Student government editor
gh many Illinois colleges have protailgating because they believe it's too
• two tailgating events will take place
before the season opener Thursday
St Joseph.
·ng will occur in the large, open
area behind O'Brien Stadium starting at
and ending 15 minutes before kick· Markley, student vice president for
affairs, said people who park io that

area will not be allowed to leave until after lhe
fourth quarter.
"We're not going to let anyone leave until
lhe fourth quarter for safety reasons," Markley
said. "We don't want people who have been
drinking a lot driving away."
Markley said no bottles will be allowed at
the event, only cans.
"It's going to be a safe environment," she
said. "If you're not 21 you can't drink !here, but
you can still have fun. You just can't be around
the alcohol"
Markley said the tailgating event will offer
bingo games with small prizes and a possible
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week of class.
Evans said the faculty should be
encouraged to integrate the writing
from Pagi: !
into existing core courses and not
add more courses.
Frank Hohengarten, dean of
ing intensive core class without
doing the writing assignment(:-.). enrollment management, discussui
Sutton said.
revising the academic load so stu"In our view, we need more dents would have to go through a
work in writing;· Sutton said. "Jt ''hoop" if they want more than 16
should be left up to the depart- credit hours in a semester.
"We are looking for a way to get
ments to decide (how much
rid of the seat shortage,"
more)."
According to a draft from Hohengarten said.
McCormick,
writing-intensive
A memo from Evans indicated
course should con ...titute no less there are between 1,600 and 1,700
than 35 percent of the final course drops in a semester.
grade and the minimum v.riting
He suggested explaining to
requirement is 10 pages. (2,500) advisers that they will have to stop
words). no fewer than seven of students from taking extra hours
them to be due before the final "fri\'iolously~·

Grading

Ice Age
from Pagel
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senct out students who gained valuable research
experience," Gutowski said. "Each one of these
students gave professional presentations at professional meetings."
The students involved in the project learned
the grant writing process. how to make professional presentations and were able to get into
good graduate schools and obtain scholarships
and tuition waivers, he said.
"To me that wai;; more than just telling a
story of the glacial episode, it was a way to
bring research into the program and the classroom," Gutowski said.
He said the project was important to Coles
County because it helped build a paleo-ecology

Tailgating
from Pagel
nomenal possibilities with this
group of men (the football team)."
Markley said even though there
won't he a hand at every home
game, there wiJI still be bingo
game" and prizes.
"A lot of schools are going the
opposite direction and getting rid
of tailgating," Markley said.
"We've gotten a lot of input that
students like it and really want to
sec it continue.''

Here's a breakdown of the percentage of Eastern students who
received either A's or B's in their courses in recent semesters.
Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Average

Spring '98
62.79
65.54
71.16
76.88
70.18

"As long a-; we're all safe and
smart about it the university wants
to see it continue." she said. "We
reall~ like to encourage students to
go out and show thei.r suppon and
have u great time."
Another tailgating event will
take place before the game at Ike's
at 4 p.m. and will also end 15 minutes before kickoff.
Papa John's will offer free piua
and !here will be Coor; Light Beer
"pecials and a chance to win prizes.
Auditions will also be for held
for the Coors Light "Hey Beer
Man." Participants must be 21
years old.

In another article, it was
reponed that students wilJ be able
to vote on a $2.50 tuition increase
on Sept. 15 and 16. The story
should have read that students
will be able to vote on the $2.50
shuttle bus fee on Sept. 15 and
16.
The News regrets the error.

Fall '97
61.56
64 98
70.45
77.82
68.70

Spring '97
62.40
65.20
68.17
76.91
68.17

Fall '96
60.59
64.54
69.60
77.38
68.03

source· Office of the President for Academic Affairs

Hohengarten did not sugge:.t
charging a fee for extra semester
hours.
CAA member Mary Anne
Hanner said she didn't think this

(a history of the land) for the county. The area
was not the bleak tundra people assume wac;
here during the Ice Age, Gutowski said. The
glacier came into an area alive with trees. flowers, moss and hills.
"This gives us an idea of the type of area the
glacier was coming down on." Gutowski said.
While studying the site. Gutowski found
some depressions that were most likely made
by mastodons. He said this is not uncommon
for the area but he has no way to prove the
depressions were made by mastodons, a relative of the modem day elephant. He also found
six hairs that may have come from the animals.
Gutowski said he will send them to a specialist
to detennine what they came from.
He said the site is located in Coles County
but the landowner does not wish to disclose the
exact location.
"A local land owner in Coles County has

Correction
A comment made by Bonnie
Irwin in Wednesday's should
have said the notification of the
meeting time at the last presidential search conuninee meeting
was not issued during the 48-hour
requirement time and the entire
committee is trying to get better
at practicing this.

Good grades

y,ould ha\'c an impact on :.tu
The discussion was post
until Hohengarten could
with additional infonnation
feedback.

been extremely generous in allowing a
Without his help the students couldn't
benefited," Gutowski said.
Gutowski said he is continuing the p
but the students will go through what
already been collected before they go
again.
He said he hopes the student involv
will encourage other students to get involv
research projects.
"Too often students go through school
out showing some initiative to go beyond
minimum that's required." he said. 'Those
ple who have gone beyond that by going
do research and presentations - it gives
confidence. Those students go into their
with added skills and added confidence.
'They step out that door with their
held high and into a good job or g
school."

• Danielle Paden. 18. of 221
Lawson Hall. wa-; cited at 1:06 a.m.
Wednesday in the 1300 block of
Sixth Street for purchase acceptance
of alcohol by a minor and minor
possession of alcohol.
• Michael Doty, 20. of Shelb~ ile:
Terrian Woods, 18, of 1017 Greek
Court; and Timothy Hardy. 20, of
Shelbyville were cited at 3:20
Wednesday at Lake Charleston for

purchase acceptance of alcohol
minors. Doty was also cited fa
minor po..sessing alcohol.
• The Alpha Sigma Alpha
House reported two Sony s
"tolen at 3:4-5 p.m. August 18
their chapter room. a police
stated. The speakers were last
\\ ilh a $300 sten..'O during the
week of May and the police
.,tated the speakers are valued
$100.
• Roben Thomas. 52. of 1600
St.. reported a 1.5 inch dent to
Lip of the rear fender of his l
black Harley-Davidson moto
a police report stated The · ·
occurred between 12:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. August 20 in the
lot of Cannan Hall.
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~arty's
Italian Beef w I fries....• s399
~~" ~ 4 O'Clock Club

~~,. s3so Pitchers

Marty's serves only cold, premium
quality Miller Lite, Ice House, &.. MGD

'I'wo Story Night C/u with a Large Dance Floor

Fri. & Sat.
DJ Rob
Sunday
Karaoke & Dance Music 8pm - 1
22oz. bottles $1.75
Free pool all day and night
2100 Broadway, Mattoon
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SUPER GR.EEK SALAD

(South side of square)
open Sam - 2pm Mon-Fri
Sam - lpm Sat

©>al}t !Lun.ch

~ ~~ ~p~laii

..~starting at

$2. 70

Serving breakfast anytime

Spaghetti Special
Cri•py Garden Salad,

~

Garlic Bread

ONLY

$2.99 WOW!
.:a.plant Parme.ean

0$5':19

~5Delt....,,_dl4am
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astern professor explores Belgium
By Geneva White
Staff writer

Roann Kopel learned about

Exchange program helps 'internationalize' classroom

two presentations at Universite de
Mons Hainaut to professionals, faculty. and student'>. She also vi.;ited
several companies and public
accounting firms to discuss international accounting :.t.andards compared with those of the United
States.
•·1 wlked to people who were in
upper-level management and they
spent lots of time with me, in spite
of their busy ~hedules," Kopel
said. "(One employee) I talked to at
Owens Coming spent half the day
with me on a Belgium holiday
Kopel. an a'>sociate professor of when no one else wa:. working
nting. was one of the first because that was the only time he
m instructon; to go to Belgium had time to see me:·
gh an agreement for a student
Kopel gained a great deal of
teacher exchange program knowledge from her trip that she
n Eastern and Universite de can bring back into the classroom at
s Hainaut. The agreement was Eastcm.
in November of 1997.
"I can intcmationali7.e my
kan-Louio; Sauvage. a faculty class," she said. "When I talk to m)
ber of l'.Jniversite de Mons
tudents about nccmmtmg stflhdards
ut. and one of the people who m the U. S., I can cbmpare. I
instrumental in getting the learned a lot about their accounting
ange progrdITl off the ground. practices, which are different from
Eastern last summer and ours m that they're defined by law.
fall as a Fulbright Scholar. He There, accounting "latements all
back to F..astem in November look exactly alike because the law
1997 and hrought 46 visiting stu- has a fonnat.''
with him. He returned again
Perhaps the most important bensummer and took advantage of elit that Eastern can reap from
m's libmry to do his research. Kopel's trip, and the exchange pro\\'Jule in Belgium, Kopel made gmm iLc;elf. is access to contact<> in

than just accounting on her
v.eek trip to the Universite de
-Hainaut in Mons. Belgium
summer.
"It \\as really good just to be in a
nt country and learn how to
around when I don't speak the
language," said Kopel. who
been teaching at Eastern for
years and was in Belgium
May 10 to June 17. "l learned
about accounting too. but just
cultural experience was good

Field work
Scott Niebrugger, a
,senior geograplly major
uses a brunton, a tool to
sketch angles and dis·
lances during a lab
Thursday afternoon for
his field methods class.
The class was split up
and each group was
mapping a different section of the North Quad
between Old Main and
the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Deanna Mcintyre I
Photo editor

,, _____

It was hard to figure out
how to do even simple
things like make phone
calls. Sometimes it's scary
and frustrating when you
don't understand the
language, but it's also real
rewarding.
Roann Kopel,
Eastern accounting
associate professor

_____

,,

Belgium.
Philippe Palm. a mcmhcr of
management from CAT Belgium
visited the campus last week. Kopel
~aid soim: of the faculty members
at the Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences talked with
Palm about possibly having video
conferencmg between him or other
people in his company and Eastern
cJa,scs.
Palm also is workmg on getting
an intemslup progrrun started for
Eastern students. While he was here
he intef\iiewed one student who will
be graduating in December.

"Now (the student) has an
opportunity to go to work in
Belgium:• Kopel said. "So I think
the contacts are really good, and if I
wanted to go back. I could do more
with the people I already met. or it
would make it easier to meet new
people."
Before traveling to Belgium,
Kopel took a beginning French
course. Though she says that the
language was difficult to understand, she looked upon the language
barrier from an ad\ enrurous standpoint and found humor m the confusion.
"It was hard to figure out ho\\ to
do even simple things like make
phone calls," she said. "Sometimes
it's scary and frustrating when you
don't understand the language, but
it's also real rewarding."
Her first visit to Europe, Kopel
will always treao;ure her time in
Belgium.
"I met a lot of nice people and
leruned a lot about the Belgium culture," she said. "The European people I met '"ere very friendly and
very helpful."
Tn addiuon to going to Belgium.
Kopel also traveled to France and
England \\htle she was m Europe.
"It wa<; just exciting going different places and seeing things like the
Eiffel Tower that )Ou've always

seen in pictures. or Big Ben in
London," she said. "Everything was
so great. It was all new to me. so I
just really enjoyed everything that I
did."
The exchange program is not
just limited to the Lumpkin School
of Business and Applied Sciences.
This spring. two French majors visited Belgium. Kopel highly recommends anyone whhing to be a part
of the prognun to know the language better than she did.
"I believe if a student goes over
there they ought to know how to
speak French." she said. "When you
go to another country, you ought to
know how to peak their language.''
Kopel may be going back to
Belgium in early pring to teach for
a couple of weeks. Currently. there
are three Universite de Mons
Hainaut students here at Ea'itern.
Jean Dilv.·orth, instructor of School
and Family and Consumer
Sciences. is in ,Belsium teaching ~or
a seme:;ter. Jn February, a Oruvers1te
de Mons Hainnut faculty member
and his wife visited Ea.stem.
Students or faculty interested in
going to Mons, Belgium should
contact Jim Brosam. coordinator of
international programs at ext. 7487.
For Eastern faculty. room and board
are paid for by Unl\ersite de Mons
Hainaut. Eastern students pay their
ov,.n room and board at a cost similar to what they pay lo live on campus.

~amplJS

Dance party kicks off

Cultural Extravaganza

University in the hunt
for able blood donors

The ..No Limit '98 Dance
Party" will be held from 10 10 1:45
p.m. Saturday in the University
Ballroom of the Martm Luther
King Jr. Umversity Union as a part
of Cultural Extravaganza.
A $5 admission fee and photo
ID are required to go lo the dance.
Door prizes will be given away at
the dance party.
A skating party \\ 111 be held at
6:30 p.m. Sunday at the Mattoon
Starlight Skating Rink as pan of the
cultural extravaganza event. The
Eastern campus ru1d community are
invited to ooth !!vents.

The first blood dnve of the
year will be held from noon to 6
p.m. Monday in the University
Ballroom of the Manin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Studcms can donate blood and
platelets. Students who wish to
donate platclch can contact Bryan
l\1iller at 581-6383 to register.
Anyone who has gotten a tattoo within n year cannot donate
blood and tudents donating
platelets cannot take aspirin or
Tylenol within 24 hours of donating.

FREE
RESUME CRITIQUES
AT

Career Services
Appointment necessary.
Call 581-2412 or stop by SSB, Room 13.
Don't w ait!! Prepare your resume NOW!!
(Don't .for8et - Carttr Dayflob Fair is on Sept. 23!)

Also, free cover letter critiques.

•

Career Services
SSB. Room 13 581-2412
WWW jobsrv A!lU !'du

j

News reporters.

call Dear a or Chuck

~

581·28,2

Greek life may cause intolerable s
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UB gambles·
with money

T

he University Board's tradition to lose
money after concerts has continued:
except this time, UB has now lost money
it does not have.
About $13.000 was lost from the Carrot
Top performance of spring semester 1998, which
came as no surprise. The UB reassured the
Apportionment Board Carrot Top was a cheap show
that would bring in students and money.
This assumption was accepted by the AB and the
UB was handed a $22.000 loan to compensate for
more than $38.000 in losses from the Aretha
Franklin Family
Weekend concert of fall
UB cash losses
semester
1997.
University Board needs to stop
UB coordinators
gambling with student activity
tunda.11'\e only sol1bt811111
ave pPaisM 1Wfitout.of debt Is to nwe a
~g.,erfo01»111Cetr
spnng concert.
each semester, deeming
them "sure things." The
UB needs to realize nothing is a sure thing.
It's time for the UB to take a break from the
money-losing trend and re-evaluate the necessity of
concerts that only the students end up paying for.
Student Vice President for Financial Affairs Mike
Hansen said David Milberg, director of student life
and UB adviser, expects Bill Cosby to profit only
$20,000, which still leaves the UB in debt - at lea~t
$13,000 that will come out of the students· pockets.
The money loaned to UB by the Apportionment
Board comes from student activity reserve funds.
Obviously, more money-management skills must
be added in the planning of the UB entertainment,
which is supposed to be added in student interest.
Student Body President Steve Zielinski said not
having spring concerts is a possible way to save
money.
Bill Cosby brought in money in the past - and
most likely will in October. However. even if his
show makes enough money to repay the debt of
approximately $35,000, there is still a chance a
spring concert could lose money and lead the UB
into the never-ending negative balance pit.
UB concerts have become a game of Russian
Roulette. Gambling with UB money is one thing.
Gambling with students' money is another.
• The editorial is the opinion of the edltorlal board of The Dally
Eastern News.

''

Today's quote

To think twice in every matter and follow the lead
of others is no way to make money.
lhara Salkaku,
Japanese poet and novelist, 1642-1693

------------

''

first-year freshmen, are wrapBratt Koppen
ping up their first week of movColumnist
ing in; their first week of classes; their first week of getting
acclimated to campus; their first
book pickup; their first week of the wonderful experience
known as dorm living complete with dorm food and annoying neighbors; in short, their first introduction to college life.
That first Friday is also the beginning of what most firstyear college students look forward to more than the first
week: the first weekend.
This week is also the first week of rush for sororities.
Hundreds of girls will peruse the various sororital organizations offered on campus over the next two weeks with the
hopes of being extended a bid by the sorority of their
choice.
Rush week for the guys starts a little later - the week
after Labor Day, to be exact - and is a little shorter and less
formal. After a week of crazy deals and activities, guys' rush
week ends when formal bids are passed out.
Many students, including first-year freshmen, accept
these bids and become pledges for whatever organization
they are attempting to become members of. Joining a fraternity or sorority should be a great experience and can help
accentuate one's college career. Unfortunately, many firstyear freshmen - or first-year students transferring in from
community college or another college - fail to realize that
the pledging semester is arguably the hardest semester
involved in joining a greek organization.
Unfamiliar with the pace of classes and the commitment
required 10 join these organizations. many studems suffer

______
'11!

sub-par semesters acade ·
Many are placed on ac
probation or worse, while
maintain academic Stan
but. while doing so, drop
to part-time student c ·
tion. Still others receive
marks, but not the marks
their parents, have become
accustomed to.
This "academic slac ·
not all the fault of the
ties and sororities that ex
bid; all pledges have a certain number of study hours
study sessions they can attend. and tutors are readily a
able.
The problem is many students leap before they look,
you will, into becoming part of the greek institution.
Without doing proper research or considering the adj
ment needed to adapt to college life, many students fi
too late that the organization they joined is not what
wanted or the toll that the pledging semester will take ·
greater than first calculated.
A lot of this could be avoided by giving yourself, as
student, a sort of gray period to relax and get into the s
of college life before deciding to join a greek organiz
just for the sake of doing it.
So as you sit at lunch today hopefully reading this. ·
fall under the category of first-year freshman pondering
whether to accept a bid, consider this: It might be bett
wait a semester, let the college culture sink in before j
ing blindly into something you may regret. Become a
an of one semester before accepting that bid that may
you loads of fun but also loads of academic uncertain~
Weigh your options: it's a big choice.
Greek Row isn't going anywhere.

"The problem
is many students
leap before they
look, if you will,
into becoming part
ofthegreek
institution:'

• Brett Koppen Is a biweekly columnist and senior journalis
major. His e-mail address is cubk3@pen.elu.edu.

CO MME noRATl'I
COURTYAR~

Handicapped parking
needs to be respected
I would like to make it clear that
this letter is in no way meant to be critical of Ea.stem's Celebration '98. As in
past years, I enjoyed all the festivities
and vendors that were available and
had a wonderful time while catching
up with friends after the summer
break.
Unfortunately, there were some
who could not attend this year's celebration due to the self-centeredness
and incon.,ideration of other visitors.
Because Eastem's police force was not
ticketing the parking lots over the
weekend, there \.\as much more parking available to students and visitors.
On the other hand, some buffoons took
this as an invitation to park anywhere
they wanted, including clearly marked

Y
our
turn
Letters to the editor
handicapped spaces. In case these individuals are unaware, there are some
pretty good reasons that Ea.stem provides handicapped parking. For eumple, vehicles equipped with wheelchair
lifts can not use regular spaces because
there isn't enough room to operate the
lift. Additionally, people who use
walkers find it more than a little inconvenient to park farther away and then
walk the remainder of the distance. I
think it's important to pomt this out
since it's obv10us that some people
don't have the capacit~ to figure this
out on their own.
I sincerely hope that the people who
used these parking spaces without a
need to had a great time at Celebration

because they did so at the expe
others.

Meg
graduate student of ge

Broken promises;
unmatched trade
To the big boys who grind
gears at Eastern - a list: card
work; quad looks like Beruit; y
diploma sponsored by Pepsico;
ing hall by any other name still
sucks; the ever-broken stairs of
Coleman Hall: improvements v
for and fees paid many moons
still yield nothing; Carman, Do
- ::.ame difference: wait till next
semester! Can you say Panther
refund? At least they got new
ditioning in Old Main.

Danlel Fl

-astern's

~
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rchitectural oddities a source of wonder for students
#Joe zukowski
Staff editor
With a place as old and rich in tradition
Eastern. you can expect exceptional
itecture in a traditional Ivy League uniity style. You can also expect beautimaintained flower gardens littering
peaceful, serene quads. But beyond
winding turrets, far away from the garias lie things that can not be explained
ings that make you ask "What in the
of all that's holy were they thinking?"
Walking past Thomas Hall to the south
is a daily tradition for many residents
Carman Hall. But few glance to the
h towards Kiehm Hall while making
r way to class.
Kiehm Hall, home to many ROTC and
strial technology classes, is also home
a truck-loading dock mounted about 50
in the air, practically inaccessible to
kind of loading or unloading device.
When pointed out to the undergraduwho make the daily jaunt; few even
the dual docking system existed.
fter their initial disbelief that they
't notice the strange design before,
confusion turned towards the reag behind the architecture decisions.
hy would they do something like
?" said Mackenzie Loftus, freshman
ntary education major.
Teresa Castagna, a freshman elementary
tion major, also showed confusion
the out-of-place dock.
"I come from a little town, and they do
e stupid things, but I've never seen
hing like that," Castagna said, then
d, "Maybe they're planning for the
re. Hovercrafts could dock there."
The same disbelief for the university's
Ing skills were articulated when stu"Were shown a set of double-doors
twenty feet Off' the ground on the
side of McAffee Gym.
•1 have no idea why they would do
" said Keenyatta Brookins, freshman

Why did Eastern build a memorial to Napoleon, a stray dog?
journalism major. "That's kind of dumb.
They should have used that money for
more parking spaces."
Yet another of Eastern's odd assets can
be found on the far southeast corner of
Doudna Art Building.
A twisted metal sculpture, which can
either look like chairs mounted on a wall,
or some subliminal message written in an
archaic language (depending on how hard
you squint at the contraption,) is hidden
behind the many trees and vines around
the area.
Though it may be art to some, other
students were puzzled by the display.
"Who are the people who want this
stuff?" Castagna said.
Another odd sight that greets those
walking down the south end of Fourth St.
are the black. iron-wrpught gates guarding
the sidewalk leading from the Stevenson
complex to the street.
Although the gates are in good condition and are even occasionally locked
closed, they have no fences to back up

their well-intended "protection ." The ..
gates literally stand alone, with no fencing
in sight to be linked up to them.
"Honestly, I've never seen anything
quite like that," said Dana Fortin, junior
recreational administration major.
Booth Library has come with its own
set of quirks. Back behind the government
stacks, tucked behind the many federal
periodicals lies room 113. When opened,
one finds room I 13 harbors a hand-washing sink and a mirror.
When asked why a hand-washing sink
would be all alone in a room no bigger
than a utility closet, Amanda Watson,
sophomore elementary education major,
offered "Maybe some people are really
paranoid about getting germs."
But if all of those quirks aren't weird
enough. get a load of what Eastern did for
a dog named Napoleon.
Napoleon. the stray dog of Eastern.
lived on this campus from 1945 to 1960,
at which time he captured the hearts of
many who had the pleasure of meeting

him.
The dog was so loved that when he
died, a memorial was dedicated to him in
the North Quad, adjacent to Old Main.
Why did someone build a memorial to
a stray dog? Junior art major Kelsey Poland
had a guess.
"I guess they built the memorial so the
university can look like a nice, humane
place to attend;' said Kelsey Poland, junior
art major.
In a university where stray dogs are
given memorials. we must wonder what is
done for the university presidents that
have past away, some while serving in
office. But. alas, no plaque or memorial
could be found honoring the many university presidents of past.
Many students had theories as to why
the university's presidents were not as
highly regarded as Napoleon, the stray
black Labrador.
"Maybe more people remember the
dog than the university presidents," said
Keith Valenti, junior zoology major. Poland
offered a similar
explanation for the
beloved abandoned
animal.
"Presidents
come and go. but
stray dogs are special." Poland said.
Eastern
has
been around for
over I00 years. so
it's not surprising
that in those years,
some weird architectural designs
have been added to
the campus's buildings. What seemed
like a great idea 50
years ago can be
turned Into today's
joke - after all.
Carman Hall is a
recent campus addition. and it's already
the laughing stock
of
Eastern.
Photo' by Deanna
Mcintyre I Photo editor
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Tarble displays Vodou masks in two-part exhib'
Folk paintings,
quilts round out
religious exhibit
d'>nikki toothman
ASSociate Verge editor
If you've ever wanted to play with vodou
masks (experiment for next year's
Halloween!) and lay on historic quilting at
the same time, here's your lucky chance.
Alright - so maybe you can't play with the
masks or lay on the quilts, but it makes for
some interesting eye candy to see two completely opposite art forms strewn next to
each other in the Tarble Arts Center in an
exhibit that will continue until Sept. 27.
The first exhibit, located in the main
gallery, contains over 90 pieces of Haitian
contemporary art. It displays ritual objects

associated with Haitian Vodou, mixed-media eling "Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou" exhibiassemblages, papier mache, metal sculptures don, will incorporate slides, video and audio
and beaded and sequined flags from con- during her presentation focusing on Gede
temporary Haitian artists, some of whom spirits. These spirits, commonly associated
are Vodou priests. Two altars honoring the with the dead and the guardianship of chilRada (cool) and the Petwo (hot} pantheons dren. are said to oversee the worlds of the
of Vodou divinities - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - living and the dead.
are also on display ''This religion has united the Halberg will explain
in the exhibit.
Haitian people and given birth Gede imagery found
For hundreds of to outstanding inspiration for art- in Vodou art and the
years, Haitian art
connections between
has
developed Work found in Ceremonies and African
religion,
alongside the Vodou altars. "
African-American
religion. This relimusic and Vodou.
gion has united the Haitian people and given
In the adjoining gallery, an exhibit of folk
birth to outstanding inspiration for artwork paintings and quilts handmade by Mary
found in ceremonies and altars.
Eveland will be on display until Sept. 27.
To further explain the exhibit, a multimeEveland, the wife of a farmer who started
dia lecture entitled "When Death Wears her quilonaking when she was 80 years old,
Sunglasses: Negotiating Life and Death at has often been referred to as Illinois'
the Vodou Crossroads" will be presented by Grandma Moses. Like Grandma Moses,
Marilyn Halberg at 7 p.m. Sept. 2 at the Eveland used many bright colors and a simTarble Arts Center.
plistic style to develop her work, which she
Halberg, co-curator of the nationally trav- spent hours researching before getting start-

ed.
When her eyesight began to fail, Ev
turned to painting, using the same
found in her quilting. All in all, Eveland
ed six embroidered quilts and 30 pain
before her death in 1981.
A third exhibit, which opens today i
Brainard Gallery, is "The American S
Art During the Great Depression."
This exhibit will include wood
lithographs, watercolors and intaglios
the 1930s and 40s. Some works were
ed throughout the era of New Deal
grams and were selected from Tarble's
manent collection for display. Also on
it are works recently found in offic
Eastern.
A document screening of "Dep
Era Art in Illinois Post Offices" will take
place at 2 p.m. Sept. 13 in the Bu
Building auditorium. A reception will
directly after the screening. The rec
and screening are free and open to the
lie.

"Cillderella" delivers original movie masterpiec
Dir.ector Andy Tennant revamps a classic tale with powerful pros
41' jaime hodge

Verge editor

The story would seem simple enough,
especially if merely adapting an old Walt
Disney fairy tale: a young, poor girl falls
in love with a prince, and he with her;
the girl is rescued from her cruel stepmother and stepsisters when she marries
her love and lives happily ever after.
But in director Andy Tennant's film, it's
not quite that simple. Cinderella renamed Danielle (Drew Barrymore),
the daughter of a baron - loses her
father at the tender age of eight to a
heart attack. His new bride (Anjelica
Huston) is left with Danielle and her own
two daughters to raise in a house she
despises.
So it sounds pretty familiar so far.
Hang on. It gets better.
Danielle isn't the same fluffy
Cinderella that Walt Disney starred in
his animated classic. Barrymore literally
packs a mean punch and - even more
importantly - an intelligent mind and
sharp wit.
She quotes Sir Thomas More's
"Utopia" and argues passionately against
the treatment of her countrymen by an
ignorant government to the Prince of
France (Dougray Scott}.
The role is probably one of the more
challenging she has had, and she accepts
the challenge fully. It doesn't rely on the
size of her breasts or how well she can
don glitter and feather boas, as was
required in her last bit part as a fluffy,
angelic-looking sextoy in "Batman
Forever."
But she pulls it off magnificently.
Barrymore is eloquent, expressive, and
slams the image of a meek, obedient
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Godfrey) as the proverbial "fairy godmother." It may sound like a stretch, but
it isn't. Da Vinci is the court painter at
France's palace, and helps to bring
Danielle and Henry together when pride
and hurt threaten to tear them apart.
The storyline is clear and well-executed,
and abstains from being overly mushy
and Disney-like. And the scenery chosen
for the storyline is incredibly beautiful
and verdant; a reminder of what the
world must have looked like in a time
when nature was seldom blemished.
In fact, the only problem with the
entire film is the well-rehearsed, but still
strange British accent. The film is shot in
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In less than a month,
half of your customers
will be heading out of
town for more than three
months.

1

Photo courtesy of Spliced Review website. locat
http://www.netwizards.net/-robio/98reviewsleverafter.
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stepdaughter back into the Dark
Ages without seeming feministic and
overpowering. When she first
encounters Prince Henry and mistakes him for a thief in the orchards
surrounding her home, she pelts
him with apples. When gypsies steal
her dress and hold Prince Henry
captive, she finangles a promise of
being able to leave with whatever
she can carry - and after lifting the
prince over her shoulder, begins a
slow trek home, winning the respect
of the gypsies and the hearts of the
audience.
Huston also offers an impressive
performance as the cunning, socialladder climbing stepmother that
hopes to wed her venomous daughter, Marguerite, to the prince after
his arranged engagement to the
princess of Spain falls apart. She is
the quintessential character the
audience loves to hate, ordering
Danielle around the house with a
sharp tongue and denying Danielle
the one thing she ever really wanted the affection of a mother figure.
Another well-performed part is that
of the prince, by Scott. His restless attitude and rebellious nature borders on
being slightly brooding - which meets a
rude awakening when he meets Danielle.
In her, he meets his equal - a well-read
woman who has fire and soul, but
doesn't bemoan the fates when problems
befall her life. In the course of their time
together, she changes his attitude about
his responsibilities to the crown and his
views about the peasants that work his
lands.
The script is incredibly well-written,
and features Leonardo Da Vinci (Patrick
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France, the story takes place in F
and the characters are supposed
French. Since when do French p
speak with British accents?
But the fact of the matter is th
easy to overlook this credibility p
because the rest of the film exc
every other direction. Go see the
and find out for yourself. I guar
you'll be swept away, too.

6RMS
RIVVU

A comedy by Bob Randall
directed by Clarence P. Blanchette

on the Mainstage
8 p.m. August 27, 28, 29
2 p.m. August 30

TICKETS ON SALE NO
Call 581-3110 - 1 to 5 p.01. dally and
one hour before each show.

$8 Adults • $6 Seniors • $3.50 Studen
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night of Mexican musical mayhem •••

I Vez twists flavorful gospel and The Blazers bring eclectic rocklvis hits for progressive sound a-billy, norteno mix to Eastern
.,

A more obvk>us topi( Is more

' .mntktcl toothman.·
,., ATSOctate Verge editot

th~n

touche4 upon in "Safe (baby lets play it
me)"- ~ you may go to college I You
may go,to school / But if you don+t plaY it

rag out your . sombreros"' and safe baby'/ You, ain't ~thing t>U_t a foot I
er jumpsuits. ~and girls. •cause ·PJay safe"t>aby / l wanna wear condoms

is coming tot~
. ,,, "
With~:·
"" ,,
n Sept. 17, ~\VM wHVbring his ,, ' Hlddcu't in bet.Ween positive messages
• mix of 8Vis.irc>Ck 'n; roll, and L0$ to yoµth and friends, El Ver throWS' in
s-ttyle stiowfhans~ip to pv.orak SOflgt like "Troubfe"~ "You*re.going'.'tO
ert Halt in the ~orm!$of
Gospel take ~alt I No t.atkmg back I
.~!\(,,$
to
bave the best time f laytng on your
«
. . .:
I'm am<loos to see how people t.w....t..·,.
'!'
nd:' says Jeff Stepp,. concert promot·
Alf in alJ, *z hu creat«I
a style tha.t'
e has a real poSlttve mes~e. Its completely redefines Elvii impersonating
just ~hing about God:'
'f'
~ere.
'
d EtviS eresley hits ~ ha.Ve ~
''He's got the kung-fu kicks and choreblned With modified, pro-Mexican ography. costume chanies and every~
~~sex, Immigration. sextsm thing," Stepp said o( the Mexican EMs.
merous Other tl6t topic$.
And t0 top it off? "H..i drop-d~d¥&M•
tfy, l had the pfesure of U~nlng geot.1$. Women jun saeam:· he added
iMland:' a {;0J>rodu«9 tiy none
While El Ve2 has b~n haUed as a
than El Ver hlmself. tt'wtiat l heard "thinking man~s Elvis" and an Elvis uan$1a.
release is any inditatioo of what tor; there is also a serious note to th~
show wtu entait, then I advi'se that sometimes too-showy performances. •
buy their tickets n<>W'.
According to "Th• Daily" of the
the tune of "tittle Sister." Ef Vr!.z. Untver~ty of Washington. "His work is
that "J <lated yoor big sister I and the musical equwalent of T.S. Elliot's 'The
she runs the $how lshe was a secre- Wasteland: a patc~work of poetry and
t capable well very I and OO'f" she prose, deconstructed to make a powerful
the $how," foHowed up b.y · · Statement. a mosaic of meaning:·
isma 'you ~n ~o more than your
"(El v~ is very progressive and on the
done:· In the.background? The , edge;! Stepp agreed. "Some people just
pounding home ~·sex OiS-Critn· don't: get it."
0
·on Sucks!"
But. what: p~te wiU get i$ the ..everer serious message is de1ivered broadening spectrum" 8 Vez an<I his four
's Now or Never:• yet another take Heavenly Elvettes bring to the~·
s, but nor nearly as romantic. It
Concert~goers will also get the opw·
lliifliCIHFvnitittW~ Which ;s tunity to partake in another enlightening
story in ttself, but put into ..mucho" experience tourtesy of the Latino
by Ef Vu - "It's now or never Heri~ Celebrati<>n and the University
>?
more &art8$ I Mai\ana will be Board.
late I lt•s now or never I let's stop
Opening for El Ver. will be The Bluers.
hate:'
another LA. based group with a very
e EMs samples provide backdrops edectic sound of Mexican and American
heartfelt messages from the imper- music.
or. "Suspicious Miods" devefoped
This duo of LA. bands is sure to have
"Immigration Time.'' with lyrics Dvorak Concert Hall kicking up Its heels,
ing 8 Vez's forlorn desire to go to twirting its skirts and triUing Its "r's"
ca - "I'm aught fn a trap I f can't "'before~ night l~ over.
out I Be<:ause my foot's caught in
TicketS prices are $8 for stvdents and
border f~m;e I Wtiy can't you see $10 (Qr the public. licl<ets are available at
e of Libert;y I r am your homeleS$ P'ositively fourth Street Record$. Tickets
tired and w~" '° ,,
' wUJ not be sOld at the Ticket Office.
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Besides the title track, perhaps the
most notable song on the album is
.ASsociate Verge editor
"When You Call." As heartfelt as the day
is long, there is no doubt this bluesy balThe Blazers are a tantalizing buffet of lad will inspire more than one isolated
Mexican and American music just waiting incident of post-dinner, pre-dishwashing
for those hungry for something a tad bit slow dancing in the kitchen with that
different.
special someone. (Trust me, I speak from
Their latest release, "Just For You," personal experience. The dishes may not
embraces rhythm and blues, blues rock, even get done if the mood is right.)
country, rock-a-billy, Mexican norteno Again, the tune itself is more than invitand cumbias all at the get-go. While ing and the lyrics are obviously straight
many other bands out there are claiming from the heart.
to incorporate a little bit of everything
The entire album is one that can be
under the sun, The Blazers are distinctly grooved to by the masses, although only
different because they don't forget their those who can speak Spanish will be able
own roots and individuality in the record to fully enjoy tunes such as "Las Classes
making process.
del Cha Cha Cha" and "Tobaco Mascao."
Compared to the likes of Santana, But even if you don't happen to be bilinChuck Berry, the Rolling Stones. the gual, the songs can still be thoroughly
Allman Brothers and mentors Los Lobos, enjoyed.
The Blazers stay true to their own style
"Just For You" is the third release for
with "high energy blues" and "infectious, the band, whose lead guitarists.Manuel
danceable rock grooves," which includes, Gonzalez and Ruben Guaderrama, got
for the most part, original works - plus a together one day many moons ago after
bonus cover of the Rolling Stones' "Oh school was canceled due to an earthBaby 0f'/e Got a Good Thing Goin')."
quake. The impromptu get together
The title track provides a wonderful showed that the two youngsters had
introduction to the band's musical more in common than just an affinity for
approach. Not only does the beat define Fender Telecasters.
the word "uplifting," but the words are
That meager little jam session eventualcatchy without being annoying. This is ly led to the edition of Lee Stuart, vocals,
definitely a tune many will find them- electric bass, and Raul Medrano, drums,
selves humming long after the CD has vocal. That combinationand plus years of
been placed back in its case, if it gets that bar gigs gave way to the mentionable
far away from the CD player.
releases of "Short Fuse" in 1994 and
The second course on the album, "East Side Soul" following up in 1995.
"Nobody Told Me," has a more Southern
While Tpe B\az,ers' previous CDs are
rock and mainstream country sound. definitely worth checking out, their latest
While at the opposite end of the spec- morsel, under the production of Pete
trum from "Just For You," you can feel Anderson, puts a taste in the mouth that
the kind of emotion racing through the is sure to leave listeners begging for
guitar as only Southern rock has been more.
able to put forth unto the world of
Just remember, they want to "Look
music. The attention getting slide guitar good I Feel good I Smell good I Just for
and rhythm section on top of the raw you." You can't say that about just anyfeel of the song make the track repeat body, now can you?
worthy.
By far, that's not the only repeat-wor"Just For You"
thy song on the album. "Watcha Gonna
The Blazers
Do," "Then You Left,"and 'Tm Movin',"
round out and wrap up everything with
guitar solos, country blues and rock-aRounder Record Co.
billy beats respectively.

d')nlkki toothman
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nthen make good deci~iont ..
ey are likely to:
Look out for roe another.
Be selective about i( \Wen and
h>wmlrhtrey drink.
Keep an eye on their beverage.
Avoid
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classified advertisin
Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Sale

Announcements

FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
Bills Never Repay. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. G-2262.
09/24
Coles County Pawnl Buy-SellTrad1 320 Madison. 345-3623.

within. Mattoon Country Club.
----,.,---------'9/2
Wait staff needed for lunch shift.
Flexible hours in a professional
working environment. with possible dinner shifts available.
Inquire within. Mattoon Country
Club
-.,----.,------..,.--911
Waitors, waitresses, Delivery
Drivers, and Cooks. Experienced
Only. Go with the best only at
Zorbas. Apply in person.
.,,---,--:=-----,---,---.,..-,--914
Brians's Place nightclub and
sports bar. Now hiring for D.J.,
waitress, bartenders, and security. Apply in person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8128

A/C. $330 per month. All utilities
paid. 345-3232 days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8131

SPD, FWD, DEPENDABLE,
NOT PERFECT, BUT KEEPS ON
RUNNING. $500 080. 2346816.

ATTENTION ALL ATHLETES
SEE NEW TEAM T-SHIRTS AT
TOKENS. WE NOW HAVE EIU
SPORT JEWELRY INCLUDING
VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER, SOFTBALL, AND ALL OTHER
SPORTS.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __c8128

Dorm Size refrigerator &
microwave for rent. 820 Lincoln.
Phone 348-n46.

Help Wanted
Need personal assistant for 46
year old female with multiple sclerosis. Friday & Saturday 9:00 pm
to 11 :00 pm. Call 348-6678.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8128

Need extra money for school
Sell Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-

1544

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9n

Tutor Needed For STATISTICS
will pay $8.00 per hour. Call 234n09.
-----..,...-----8131
Charleston Dairy Queen now taking applications for lunch and
nights. Must be available weekat _ _
State
Street.
end!).
Apply
___
__
__
_9n

ao

STAFF needed in small residential sites serving 4-6 residents
with developmental disabilities.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts avallable. Flexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provided. Applications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries, 825
18th Street, Charleston, IL 61920.
E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
2 Males to move pcs. of Lg. furniture
(To
clean
behind)
Occasional odd jobs. 348-1550
wfname, phone no., availability.

----.,.-------'8131

Over 21 Waitress position available. Ashomore, IL 8 mi E. on Rt.
16. THE PLACE. 349-8613.
Call for information.
-----------'9(1
Accepting applications for parttlme cook and also a part·lime
dishwasher. Flexible hours.
Please apply in person at the
Best Western Worthington Inn.
920 W. Lincoln. E.O.E.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _912

Gunner Bucs is looking for friendly energetic people to work as
cooks and servers, nights and
weekends. Apply in person after
3 p.m. South Route 45, Mattoon.
=----------9/4
Part-time in store sales and partti me delivery person needed
Apply in person at County Office
Products. 406 6th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/2
Need personal assistant for 46
year old female with multiple sclerosis Friday & Saturday 9:00 pm
to 11 00 pm. Call 348·6678.

____ 8128

Help rieeded. 4·9 p.m. Inquire

CHARLESTON LUMBER IS
LOOKING FOR WAREHOUSE
HELP AND DELIVERY PEOPLE.
IF YOU HAVE WORKED AT A
LUMBER YARD OR HARDWARE
STORE PLEASE APPLY WE
ARE LOCATED AT 202 6TH ST.
NO PHONE CALLS. SALARY
WILL BE DETERMINED BY
QUALIFICATIONS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8128
Charleston Country Club is looking for Daytime Servers and
kitchen ·staff. Free goU includ~.
Call
345-6603
ask
__
___
_for
_Chris
_ _8128
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing classes for Fall 1998 semester. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts
_ _216.
________
9~

3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125 4th

For Rent
Street. $600/month. Call 3456621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
1 Bedroom Upstairs Apartment 2
blocks from Old Main. All utilities
but phone included. $420/month.
Discounts are available. Call
345-3479 or 345-3404.
8128
'"'"LA.,..R=G-=E-4:-:B::-::R::-'."'U:"::P""s""T'"'"A.,.,IR:-CS~APT.
2021/2 6TH.
FULLY FURNISHED. CARPETED, AIC.
LARGE BATHROOM WITH
SHOWER. 3 OR 4 STUDENTS.
LEASE
AND
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR
LARRY.

---------~28

Deluxe 2 BDRM APT for quiet
older students. Close to campus.
Furnished. No smoking or pets.
Rent $400 ror one person $500
for two. includes utilities. 3480979.

.9n
Fully furnished, newly remodeled
2 BDRM APT, CLOSE TO BUZZARD Call 348·0157.

9n
3 BR Apt. 1125 4th St. $600 per
month. Call 345-6621.
-12/14
Efficiency, close to campus with

Jh.e Daily Eastern News

McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom.
Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231.
---------12114
Slifer Mobile Home Park on E.
Madison. 2 Bedroom mobile
home. Washer, Dryer, and A/C.
Water and Trash included. No
Dogs. Mature Inquire Only. $350
per mo.

---,-----------9~

Spring Semester.
New 3
Bedroom duplex being built ·112
block from campus. Available
January 1st for 3 females . 820
Lincoln St. 348-n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Commercial Space 1/2 block from
campus. 820 Lincoln St. 348n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

1611 9TH STREET. For rent 1
block east of Old Main.
Completely furnished. Heat &
Garbage furnished. 9 month individual lease. 1 girl needed. Call
345-7136.

_..,......_ _ _ _ _ _ _8128

3 Bedroom Apartment.
62
Madison. $500/month. Call 3456621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
4 Bedroom Apartment. 1430 9th
Street. $600/month. Call 3456621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP.

Townhouse near campus.
Central Air. Own Bedroom. Rent
Negotiable. Call 348-3385

--,........,----- _8128

Advertise• Advertise! Advertise!
-_OOfHA
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ACROSS

~ me:~--------------

141.A.S. worker

Address:

1sPhantoms

under Classil1cat1on of: _ __

Person accepting ad_ _ _ _ _ _ Compo51tor _ _ _ __
no words/days
Payment:
Ocash

Amounr due:S _ _ _ __
(J Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student
Dates to run

Ad to read:

0

Yes 0 No

----------------

-......,..-_ _ _ _ _ _912

Twin Size Bed $75. 348-6241
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8128
1986 Nissan Maxima. $2700.
Well-Maintained. 235-2238.
Leave Message.
c-:-==-:::-=--::--:-----,.,,.-~8/28
VCR $45, Reel to reel $40, Home
Theater
_ _ _$150.
_ _348-1769.
_ _ _ _8128

--------~8128

Happy Birthday CASEY MILLER!

You're the greatesu
Sig Kap Love, Cara

_....,...._ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/28
Register for the LSAT prep

Announcements
course nowll This useful course
will help prepare you tor the
upcoming LSAT. For more information call 581-6220, 348-1867,
348-7931 or stop by CH2141.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8128

DON'T LOSE THAT TAN! 10
TANS-$25 ANY BED. TROPlTAN. 348-8263.

Advertise with

-..,...,,,._ _ _ _ _ _ _8131

EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS: BUD/LT 15pk
6.99, ROLLING ROCK 12 NR
6.49,
CRYSTAL
PALACE
1.751$8.99, CAPT MORGAN 750
$7.99. HONEY BROWN KEG
$55, ICEHOUSE KEG $49.
18TH AND JACKSON 345-5722.

Dai!ly~
~

EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS: BUD/LT 15 pk
6.99, ROLLING ROCK 12NR
6.49, CRYSTAL PALACE 1.75
$8.99, CAPT. MORGAN 750
$7.99, HONEY BROWN KEG
$55, ICEHOUSE KEG $49.
18TH AND JACKSON 345-5722.

29Nestea
competitor
30 Lord's Prayer
31 Part of a boa
34 Good bridge
locale

36Composer
Bruckner
18 Certain craving
37 Kind of eraser
17 Bottom of the
39 One of the Near
crankcase
Islands
1a Sarah. Duchess
40 Some football
of-teams
19 Major birth news 43 Half a cartoon
couple
21 Part of a Laltn
trio
44 #1 foreignlanguage song
22 Woman with a
of1958
cause
45Simple
24 Prof. helpers
signatures
2s Flip, as a top
47 Cu1s1nart
27 Food for Fido
precursor

8128

49 Kitchen
extension

so Kind of wrestling
51 Cut off
54 Tracks, of a sort

55 Expert
56 Bulrush

57 Old-fashioned
adventurism

DOWN
1 Great Rift Valley

locale
2 Geometrician's
study·~

3 D1acriiical mark
4 Words of
reassurance
5 Nurse's aid
& "Wheel of

50

Fortune· request 1-::,,..-1---t--+--+--+54
1 Famous
mathematical
curiosity

a Made

Puzzle by Randolph Ross

eSend

23Cap!lveof
Hercules.
26 Hard to be eve
28A A.R.P
members
30 Tr rn
31 J.F K watchdog
32Charm
33 Waited upon
35 Worry, perhaps
38 Permission
paper
41 Not lost or
destroyed

10 lnv1goratrng
words

11 Be seen by rn a
vision

ents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec.il ve day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
d y 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No pa
fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips shou
submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI
DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event schedul
Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOO
Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or S
events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be pub!'
No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or
conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edit
available space.

--------~8128

Roommates

9 Stings

Exp ration code {office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------~-8131

Personals

New Iott 3 bedroom furnished
apartment. Central air 3 students. 345-9139 or 345-2702.
----------'8127
Dorm size refrigerators and
microwaves for rent. 820 Lincoln.
Phone 34-n46.
12114
s.,..=e""'IT,..,S-1N-G.,,-,-E..,..R_A_P_A_R__T__M
-ENTS

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA. New Board/Old Board Meeting,
8-29, at 1 :30 p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon Rm. Bring ideas
this year. Also bring stuff to pass dawn. Call Denise at 345lf you can't attend.
APO. Exec. Meeting and Chapter Meeting, 8-30-98 from 6:00
8:00 in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm. Welcome back everyone!
Get ready for a great year. Exec. Board meets this Sunday at
6:00 and Chapter meets at 8:00. Both are in the
Charleston/Maloon room. See you there!
TRIO/STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES. "Back to School" p·
on 8-30-98 from 3 p.m. - 7p.m. at the Campus Pond Pavilion.
current TRIO students come, eat, relax and meet other TRIO
dents and staff.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS. AHS Kickoff Picn·
Saturday. August 29, 1998 at Fox Ridge. Meet at the Honors
Office (Booth House) at noon to carpool. FREE FOOD and L
OF FUN.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse on Friday, Aug.28 from
p.m. to 1 a.m.. in the basement ot WF, 2202 4th St. The
Lighthouse Is open for dancing, talking, meeting friends, etc.
There is no cover charge and no age restriction if you're a s
at EIU or lake Land. Have fun TONIGHT!
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR. Choir Rehearsal F .
Aug. 28, 1998 at 6 p.m. in Rm. 013 of the Fine Arts Building
(Basement).
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Aug. 30, 1998 at 11
a.m. to 9 p.m. in the Coleman Aud.

MUST SELL! Long green couch
in good shape. Call 348-6399.

Large 4 or 5 bedroom apartment,
2 bathrooms, large living room.
Hall block from campus. 3456967 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8128

All new equipment, Unive
Village Laundry Mat. 24
video security. $1.25 wash,
to dry.

CampusClips

~,--,--,...---,-.,.....,.-=---8128

2 Schwinn Male Traveler 10 spd .
Bikes. Red. Excellent Condition.
$70 each or $120 for set. Call
258-6640

Lazy Boy $25, 2 padded bar
stools $60. lamps $5, pioneer
receiver, 2 speakers $50. 3487573
-.,,....--------8128
13 • television $45, 150W speakers $100, home receiver $35.
348-1769.

danger

------------------

Loft-desk/bed combo with box
springs 581-3523, 345-5091.
---.,..,-,---.-...,,,.,,,..,..---.,-::--:-.,...,8128
Need Money! SELLING 97 KENWOOD-In dash CD-Player flipface technology. Call Todd @
345-3372

House ror rent in Mattoon. 3 bed·
rooms 1 314 bath, new paint, and
carpet. $525 a month. Lease &
deposit required. Call Don or
Ann@ 234-4722
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Wanted: 1 or 2 female students
to share furnished apartment with
air condltloning. Located close to
campus. Available immediately.
If Interested call (217) 868-5206.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

1 World Warll

Classified Ad Form

----,----,---8128

EVERY THURSDAY IS C
RING DAY AT TOKENS.

12 Hearty entree
13 Nine-d191t IDs
15 Down (on)
20 Struggling rural
worker
22 Winningest
southpaw in
rrajor-league
htstOI)'

42Volleyball
player

48 Buddy
49 Noted town in
Buckingham44 Cotes du Rhone
sh1 e
and others
52 Hole number
48Wretched
53 1994 World Cup
47 Vent sound
host

ttEVawaftte~classified advertisin
official

notices

Official Nonces are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
·TIME STUDENT ACADEMICALLY
ergraduate students are considered to be academically full -time
all terms when carrying at least 12 semester hours; while all
le students are considered to be academically full-time during all
when carrying at least 9 semester hours. All students are conto be academically half-time during all terms when carrying at
6 semester hours. This Is the rule by which Records Office certistudents as full-time.
puiposes of tuition and fee billing, all students are considered dur11 tenns to be full·time when carrying at least 12 semester hours.
RSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING
ts must formally apply for University Admission to Teacher
·on to initiate the Selection Process. This is done by attending a
· Admission to Teacher Education Meeting. The College of
lion and Professional Studies schedules meetings each
er. The required formal application form Is distributed and colat the meetings, the rules and regulations concerning selecting,
ion to and retention in teacher education are explained.
required forms are also explained and provided. Students
have not previously applied must attend a meeting. The following
are avaUable Fall 1998 to initiate the selection process.
y, Sept. 8, 1998, 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium EH>:50 p.m.
ay, Sept. 9, 1998, 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium 2-2:50 p.m.
y, Sept. 10, 1998, 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium 9-9:50 a.m.
y, Oct 13, 1998, 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditoriuml-1:50 p.m.
y, Oct. 15, 1998, 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium 2·2:50 p.m.
next opportunity to Initiate the "Selection Process• and apply for
rsity Admission to Teacher Education will be during the Spring
r, 1999. Attending this meeting Is one of the required steps for
ity Admission to Teacher Education.
Douglas Bower, Associate Dean
of Education and Professional Studies
ADS/DROPS
deadline for adding a Fall class is Friday, August 28, TODAY. Add
by using the Touch-Tone Registration System until evening
ends tonight. The deadline for DROPPING a class is Friday,
ber 4, at 4 if you do not want the class to appear on your record
I you do not want to be charged for the hours. Plan to call in on
Tone at least 15 minutes before the system goes down.
DEADLINE
deadline for requesting audit granting status is Tue., Sept. 1, 4:30
Pick up an audit card in the Registration Office, have it signed by
mtructor of the class. and return it to the Registration Office by the
line. A student must be officially enrolled in a class before
mg audit granting status.
S, MINORS, OPTIONS
are a student who needs to declare majors, minors, or options,
a:i the Registration Office, McAfee south basement, as soon as poslf you are advised in Academic Advising/Leaming Assistance
er and want to change you majors, minors. or options. go to
m1c Advising, 100 Blair Hall.
CATION FOR GRADUATION
lion and reapplication for graduation for Fall Semester 1998
be accomplished no later than the deadline of 4:30 p.m. In Friday,
mber 4, 1998. The application and reapplication forms are avail·
myour appropriate dean's office.
PLICATION FOR GRADUATION
student who has applied for graduation for a future semester or
r term and then finds that he/she will be graduation at a different
MUST reapply for graduation. There is no additional charge for
lying. Reapplication must be accomplished no later than the pubdeadhne of the new semester or summer term when he/she
s to graduate. For Fall Semester 1998, the dead!lne is Friday.
ember 4. 1998. Forms are available In the appropriate dean's
OE CHANGE APPEALS
s to change assigned grades must be lnibated by the student
h the appropriate instructors within four weeks sher the start of
grading period following the one for which the contested grades are
ed. The deadline for Summer Term 1998 grade change appeals
ay, September 21, 1998.
RESPONDENCE COURSE
nts who plan to take any work by correspondence from some
r collegelunivers1ty MUST have that course approved m the
s Office pnor to enrolling for the course
DENT INFORMATION CHANGES
changes occur errors are detected or information 1s missing tn
owing basic student Information hems please report tnerri to the
d1cated Housing Office-local and or home address a'ild te e·
numbers· Enrollment Management, 116 Old Ma1n-res1denl sta·
Registration Soulr Basement McAlee·degree rra1or m or
Records 0 1ce·soetal secu'ilty number name classlf1cat o
status or any other changes or add1t1ons not covered above

insurance equal to or better than EIU Student Health Insurance, may
request the 'Petition for Insurance Exemption• forms from the Student
Health Insurance Office located in the Student Services Building, East
Wing. A copy of your insurance companies outline or a copy of your
medical ID card must be attached to the completed "Petition for
Insurance Exemption• form. SEPTEMBER 4, 1998, is the last date
these petitions will by accepted for Fall Semester 1998.
WITHHOLDING DIRECTORY INFORMATION
Directory holds for academic year 1997-1998 were removed August 7,
1998. S1udent wanting to withhold directory information for academic
year 1998-99 should appear in person . prior to 4:30 p.m. on Monday,
September 7, 1998, at the Records Office, 119 Old Main, and make the
request in writing on forms provided by the University. Student ldentlfication is required at the lime of the request.
FALL '98 TEST REGISTRATION
Students who have special needs that may require special testing
accommodations should contact Ms. Martha Jacques, coordination of
Disability Services (581·6583), at least four weeks prior to the test date.
Students whose native language Is not English and who may need
extra time or the use of a bilingual dictionary should contact Debra
Hopgood, Academic Test Administration (581-5986), at least four
weeks prior to the test date.
FALL 1998 TEST SCHEDULE
DATE
TIME
WRITING COMPETENCY
"(Fee -$18)
Oct. 10
9a.m.

REGISTRATION

Begins Aug. 24

CONSTITUTION AND HEALTH
"(Fee-$2)

Oct.6
Dec. 2

10 a.m.·2 p.m.
10 a.m.2 p.m.

Begins Aug. 24
Begins Oct. 12

TAP
'(Fee-$15)
Sept. 12
Oct17
Dec.5

8:30a.m.
8:30a.m.
8:30a.m.

Begins Aug. 24
Begins Sept. 14
Begins Oct. 19

NOTE: NO REGISTRATION WILL BE ACCEPTED DURING THE
SEVEN DAYS BEFORE ANY EXAM
A picture ID (driver's license preferred) is required for registration. 'The
test lee can be bill to your University Student Account.
-.
-.REGISTRATION INFORMATION
REGISTER FROM 11 A.M. TO 2 P.M .. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
AT THE TEST REGISTRATION TABLE IN THE UNION BOOKSTORE
LOUNGE. IF THE REGISTRATION TABLE IS CLOSED BETWEEN 11
.AM. AND 2 P.M.. YOU MAY REGISTER AT ACADEMIC TESTING
AND ASSESSMENT, 202 STUDENT SERVICE BUILDING, DURING
THOSE HOURS ONLY. SEATING IS LIMITED ON ALL TESTS,
REGISTER EARLY TO ASSURE A SEAT.
-Douglas Bower
Director. Academic Testing and Assessment

... ........... ..······-···········..······..·······-···········--·····.....

REQUESTS TO WITHHOLD INFORMATION
Student4 wishing 'to make requests to Withhold pet"SO\o\al director; ~Dtilr
malion under the notices published below must do so each year.
Students who requested last year that directory information be withheld
must make a new r§quest if they wish the information withheld in 1998·
99 school year. Fofrns may be picked up from the Records Office, Old
Main 119. Requests must be filled our and signed no later than
September7, 1998.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Categories of Information which Easter Illinois University Has
Designated as Directory Information:
Under the Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, Eastern Illinois
University is required to give public notice ol the categones of student
information which it has designated as directory information. Those
categories are published below.
To request that any or all of the directory information concerning
him/her should not be released without prior approval, a student should
appeal in person prior to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, September 3, 1996, at
the Records Office , 119 Old Main, and make the request In writing on
forms provided by the University. Student identilicatJon 1s required at
the time of request.
Directory Information
Eastern Illinois University
1996
GENERAL DIRECTORY INFORMATION
Name, Local Telephone Numbe·, Student Classif1catmn, (Freshman
Sophomore, etc.), Degree and/or Ma1or, Minor, Opt ons
Concentrations, Local Address Home Address E-mail Address,
Parents Names and Address (es) High School Attended Honors and
Awards, Date of Graduation, Spouses Nal"1e Years of Attendance at

fr:id¥ .8 .:d3. 1998

Eastern, Athlete's Position on Team, Athlete's Height and Weight.
Students who obtain a personal electronic mall account through the
University should be aware that their nave, student status, and e-mail
'address' cannot be withheld from internet access.
NOTE:Personal check submitted for any fees will have your student
l.D. number (social security number) written on them. If you prefer not
to have your l.D. number in your check. please submit your payment by
cashier's check, money order, or when appropriate cash. University
staff will write student l.D. numbers (social security number) on checks
where a student has not done so already.
PRIVACY ACT RIGHTS
Under the Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, each student of
Eastern Illinois University is granted the right to Inspect and review
his/her education records In accordance with the policies and procedures adopted by the University to implement the Act.
Copies of the Eastern Illinois University policy on the Pnvacy Rights of
Eastern Illinois University students are available In the Records Office,
119 Old Main.
A student requesting access to his/her education records shall proceed
as follows:
1. A student wishing to review his/her education records shall complete a request to Inspect personal records at the designated office
where those records are maintained.
2. A student shall be granted review of his/her education records as
soon as possible and no later than 45 days after receipt of his/her
request. The specific time and location for such review shall be determined by the custodian of the record.
The custodian shall ensure that the student (a) has flied a written
request, (b) presents appropriate Identification, (c) views only his/her
record, and (d) reviews his/her record under appropriate supervision.
3. Records or portions of records may be provided to the student upon
request for a fee which covers the cost to the University for copying
the record. The amount charged shall be copying charges regularly
established by the university.
4. A student may challenge the content of his/her edueatlon record on
the basis that one or more items are misleading, inaccorate, or otherwise Inappropriate. He/she may request that the item (s) be amended,
corrected, or deleted. (Grade appeals are administered under separate
University policy).
If his/her challenge is not resolved to his/her satisfaction, the student
may make a formal request for a hearing on a form available at the
designated office where the records In question are maintained.
The student and custodian of the records shall thereafter schedule a
meeting with a review officer appointed by the President. An ad hoc
committee of faculty and administrative personnel, appointed by the
President, shall act as an appeal review committee in the event a challenge is not resolved. The review committee shall conduct its hearing
according to established federal regulations and report Its decision
within 14 calender days from the date of the request for a hearing. All
decisions may be appealed to the President.
If a student believed that the university has failed to comply with
requirements of the Act, he/she may make a formal complaint to the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Office (FERPO) o f the
Department of Education.
Students are hereon advised that it 1s University pollcy to forward
appropriated education records on request to a school in which a student seeks or Intends to enroll.
The rollowing is a list of student records maintained by the University,
Including the location and custodian of each:
ACADEMIC, including permanent record, grade changes, and removal
o! '*°1nlllete fo_!fi\S, nigh scnocl transetipts. trafl!ICtlP,,~ and ev81ua- ,
tlons from other post-secondary educational fnstltutions, academic
waivers, letters ol academic dismissal, and letters of reinstatement.
-Registrar
11901d Mam
ADVISEMENT, including grade reports and test scores for stlA:lents
assigned to the Academic Assistance Center.
-Academic Assistance Center (only students assigned to the Center)
Director, Academic Assistance Center
100 Blair Hall
lnd1v1dual Advisors
ALUMNI, including information submined with application for graduation.
-Director, Alumni Services
Under House
ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND ABSENCE REPORTS
-Individual instructors and department heads
CAMPS AND CONFERENCES
··-Director, Housing
University Union
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT, including credentials, slu
dent teaching evaluat:ons employer references and College and
University recommendations
-·Director of Career Planning and Placement Center
1' Student Services Bulldmg
CONTINUING EDUCATION, 1 ciudmg registration matenals for short

...continued on page Sb

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

L EXAM INFORMATION
lx1 aware that t"te Fine' Exam Schedule for Fal 1998 ls pubon page 5 of the Fa! Semester 1998 Class Schedu e Class
u es are available on the shelf outside Reg1stratlon Office, baseol McAffee southeast entrance.

ENT INSURANCE RE·ENROLLMENT
nts wno have filed for the EIU Student Insurance Refund and
to re-enroll in the Student Health Insurance program for Fall 1998
do so by completing a re-enrollment form and making payment of
by Fnday, September, 4. 1998, before 4:30 p.m. A minimum of 6
ter hours, or a graduate assistantship is required to qualify for
rollment. The insurance will become effective when the applicaand the required premium are received by the University within the
ine of September 4, 1998 Contact the Student Health Insurance
. second floor, East Wing, Student Services Building, or call 581·
PLEASE NOTE: Effective Fall 1998 Semester, dependent cov1s no longer available.
-TIME STUDENT INSURANCE
Semester 1998 students who are registered for 6. 7, or 8 hours a
ent students may purchase Student ACCident and Sickness insur·
for the semester by obtaining an application from Student Health
ranee located in the Student Services Building East-Wing and
ng payment prior to 3:30 p.m SEPTEMBER 4 1998 at t'ie
er's window m the Business Office The cost is $61 PLEASE
Effective Fall 1998 Semester, dependent coverage 1s no longer
le.
DENT INSURANCE REFUND

JOU ere enrolled 9 hours or more Fall Semester 1998, or if you are a
te assistant. the Student Health insurance fee w11 be tnduded in
tuition bill. Students who can provide evidence of having health

BY MIKE PETERS
6RIM~....

SCRAPBOOKS
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Box office hit 'realistic and frightening'
Graphic scenes, 'brilliant' performances make movie memorable
4' J. t. armbruster
S ving rv te Rya
I do"'t

g that op ned A

0

r the kind of ban hat llt r
you over'. teven Spielberg s film p ns
with n old r m n nd his family w lk
hrough the c mete y at Normandy du •
ng the pr sent day The scene only as s a
few minutes but secs the viewer up for a
flashback that takes you to Omaha Beach
on June 6, 1944.
There you are placed on the boat with
Captain john Miller (Tom Hanks, In a brllliant performance) and his nervous platoon. Captain Miller and his sergeant (an
impressive Tom Sizemore) bark directions
to the men as they approach the beach.
Soon the front gates on the boat are
dropped and so are the first I0 or 20 men
- literally.
It is by far the most frightening opening
of a movie I have ever beeo through. It
took me a few minutes to catch my
breath before I knew what was really
going on. When I was able to breathe
again, I followed Captain Miller and some

t to fi d n thin wrong w h
v te Ryan
have seen t
m s The
r o mance re topotc
om Hanks cont nues to bat
thousa d w t his portrayal of a man who
wants to do the job and go home, but
wants to ear n that trip home . To m
Sizemore 1s surprisingly effective as the
second-In-command that never questions
the captain's orders but doesn't like their
chances any more than the other men do.
Edward Burns also turns In an Impressive
performance as the wise-cracking New
Yorker that doesn't want to lose his life
because of his obligation to save Private
Ryan. Matt Damon also does well with
his small role as the title character, but
the most surprising performance might
belong to young Jeremy Davies, who's
brought along as a translator and gets ,,
involved in more that he bargained for.
Everything from the tremendous sound

or Sp1elber , he 1s working
op of his form, using h nd held
o b ng the action home c n t rec
asc time a mov
ot my heart rac
that. I also can t recall the last t rile a
actually taught me something like
Private Ryan" did. It Is by far t he
important film I have ever watched a
more ways than one, the best fil m I
ever seen.
I do have to warn those who ha
weak stomach that this might not be
film for you, but at the same time I
to admit that I think everyone should
It. After you see this film. you may
complain about getting up for an 8
class again.

Dreamworks and Para

advertising - - -
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continued...
courses, workshops, non-credit courses, academic conferences, and
off-campus couraes.
··Dean, School of Adult and Continuing Education
206 Blair Hall
DISCIPLINARY AND BEHAVIORAL RECORDS
··University Jud clal Heanng Officer
Untverslty Union
EVALUATE ITEMS AND REPORTS RELATING TO STUDENT'S
PROGRESS TOWARD GRADUATION
OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE DEAN
··College of Sciences
202 01d Main
··Lumpkin College ol Business and Applied Sciences
111 Lumpkin Hall
·-COiiege of Education and Professional Stud es
1008 lmemauonal House
-College of Arts and Humanities

~NA 8a ic

219 Doudna Fine Arts Center
-Graduate School
2060ld Main

GRANT·IN·AID OFFICER
-Grants-In-Aid Olllcer
102 Student Services Building

OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE DIRECTOR OR COORDINATOR
-Board of Governors Degree Coordinator
205 Blair Hall
-Career Occopationa Degree Director
304 Khelm Hall

PETTTIONS FOR REINSTATEMENT
-Dean; Enrollment Management
116 Old Main

FINANCIAL AIDS, Including loans, financial aid, soholarshlps and
health Insurance.
··Director of Financial Aids
East Wing, Student Services Bulkhng
FOREIGN STUDENTS
-International Student Advisor
211 Old Main
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY MEMBERSHIP
- Assistant director of Student Act1v1tles
316 University Union

1140Un.aalft Je.1212 - - - - - - Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am- 2pm ss.20._ _ _11..a.
Dinner Buffet 4130- Spm $7.10

J

10% off Buffet w I Student ID
C.ny Out Buffet AvAllable
Everyday Dinner Specials w / 1.U ~ . . _
.......... . ~ .. mQ.Podl. -a.ec... ...... IUc• """'" , . . .........
Hours Sun·Thurl 111111-'Pm

WWW

WWW-

Fri-Sit 111111·10pm

WWW-WW

SCHOLARSHIP DATA (EIU Foundation)
-ExecutlV8 Ollioer, EIU Foundation
Bramard House
STUDENT HOUSING, including application material billing, and
ment lnfonnallon.
-Director of Housing
University Union
VETERANS. ncluding Veterans Admlnlstratlon educational
and educational Items relating to use of benefits.
- Director, Veterans Services
102 Student SeMCeS Bu kt1ng
Michael D. Taytor, Registrar, Records Oii ce

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
- Dean, Graduate School
2060tdMaln

:= ::h•lI

REGISTRATION, Including schedules and changes, lees pa1
standing bllla, and withdrawal fonns.
--Director of Registration
16 McAffee Gymnasium

345-7849

Fddlv Lunch SQIClll
Petty~·~ on Sourdough w/Frencill

FrlM ·-"""'"""''""''''"''' '"'"''"'"''.$4.50

Friday Specials
Domestic Bottles $1 .75
12oz. Domestic Drafts $1.25
Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm

In less than a month,
haff of your customers
will be heading out of
town for more than three
months.

C.tfllh SalldWICh w/ColeSlaw ...... $4.25

Great Food & Drink Specials I'
Salad .........·-·-·-·-··-· ·- " .$7.25
Come watch the Gamest'
Chlcken F.eucdnl Alfreclo,
~&5'des.i.cs-.......sa.1a
Everyone Welcome
21 to drink
Frld•v 01notr Sptela!

8ol. New YOl1! Stnp, ~ SklM & Side

Weekends are made for

·M other's..

$1

c~~==~s

and personal
Plus: Ladies Nite Specials

$.75 Amarettos & Sour Balls

SO SOUR IT Will MAK[ YOUBUTT PUCKrn

How About Having Dinner On Us?
Immanuel Lutheran Church and Campus
Invites you to be our guest Sunday, August 30 for our

Annual Welcome Back Picnic. Dinner begins at 5:00 PM.
(Immanuel Lutheran is located on 9th Street, across the street from the Tarble Arts
Center.)

Brats and hot dogs
Come see the new student center
Music, volleyball
Meet some new friends and old ones too
Worship Sunday mornings at 8:00 and 10:45

Friday,August28, 1998
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ancin' in the streets

Student Government
leston to hold second 'Fair on the Square' web site in the works
Officials also looking

a, ~lcole Melnhelt
City editor

n residents will be parlhe streets Saturday as the
its second annual Fair on
organizers said the all-day
is an event to be shared
students and full-time
residents alike.
times at Eastern, (events
for Eastern students. We
to combine the interests
'versity with those of the
'ty," said Rosemary
fair organizer.
said the Fair was started last
to help promote local
businesses.
. Marianne's Deli, the
and other restaurants on
will set up tables on the
serve customers both at
location and in the restaulooking for a New Yorkspbere," Gruber said.
ghoul the afternoon.
· Iplay on the north steps of

the Coles County Court House and
WXET Radio will broadcast live
from the Square.
The Acoustic Cats will kick
things off at noon with their performance on the courthouse steps.
Other bands prefonning will be
Keith Targen Blues Band from 2 to
3 p.m., Motherload from 3 to 4:30
p.m. and Reverend Robert Blues
Band from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Gruber said the microphone will
be turned over to the crowd, so
"anyone that wants to get up and
perform can."
"If no one wants to preform
we'll put some CDs on and people
can dance in the street," she said.
A farmer's market will also be
included in this year's festivities.
Gruber said some vendors are traveling from as far away as Chicago
· to participate in the market. She
said she hopes to better accommo·
date all vendors at this year's fair.
Last year, vendors completely
surrounded the courthouse but this
time vendors will only be aJiowed
to set up on Sixth Street between
Jackson Avenue and l'v1onroe

Avenue; Monroe Avenue between
Sixth Street and Seventh Street; and
Seventh Street between Monroe
Avenue and Jackson Avenue.
"Last year the vendors on the
south side of the Square couldn't
hear the music and I think they
were a little lonely," Gruber said.
·She said she is also looking for
volunteers to make chalk drawings
on the sidewalk and help construct
a community sandbox. She hopes
that the streets in the Square are
covered with designs by the end of
the day.
"The sand box will be large
enough for adults and children to
play in and have a canopy to protect
people from the sun," she said.
People attending Fair on the
Square will also have the opportunity to mine for gold. Buckets of
mud from Ohio will be brought in
and Gruber's father. who runs
Frontier Days in Ohio, will teach
anyone that wants to learn how to
mine for gold.
"I'd like to see a lot of people
getting out there and putting it
together," Gruber said.

into setting up phone
line for campus events
By Amanda Martinez
Staff writer

Student Government is planning to implement dot links to
various campus events to inform
students of campus and student
government events, an idea that
officials said has been up for discussion for many years.
A web site will be up and
running within the next month
that will contain infonnation on
Student Government, elections
and a survey to find out what
students think of Student
Government.
Although the exact contents
Of the web site are still
unknown, the site will contain
infonnation on upcoming elections.
Victoria Markley, student
vice president for student affairs,

said she is still receiving suggestions from various professors on
campus about the web site.
Another idea Markley said
Student Government is still considering is a telephone number
that students and community
members can call to get information about campus activities
and events.
Markley said the phone number is not definite, but it is a possibility and something Student
Government will continue to
look into.
The main concern is the cost
of the new phone line students
will have to pick up, she said.
Markley is working together
with David l'v1ilberg, director of
student life, on the cost of the
phone line.
Markley said they want to
look into the costs of the new
line before they tell students
they will have to start paying for
it.
If the plan for the phone line
does go through, it will be
updated daily, Markley said.

Suspected embassy bomber flown to U.S.
NAIROBI. Ken) a (AP) - A
Yemeni national who is a suspect
in the bombing of the U.S.
Embassy in 1 airobi has been flown
to the United States, a newspaper
reported Thursday.
The East African Standard,
owned by a group of businessmen
close to President Daniel arap
Moi's Kenyan African National
Union party, reported that unidenti-

----------------------,
NEED AN HIV TEST?
:
Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
825 18th Street In Charleston
also provided at Eastern's Health Service after hours on Thursdays
the Health Department to make an appointment at either testing site

348-0530 I 258-0530
ask for Joyce or Judy

..

. .
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I
I
I
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I
I
I

lied ~ourccs said the FBI flew
Khalid Salim 10 the United States
on \\cdnesdny night.
It \\as not immediately possible
to obtain comment from the FBI,
which has about 200 agents in
Kenya investigating the Aug. 7
bombing.
The powerful blast, believed to
have been caused by a car bomb,
killed 247 people, including 12

Americans in the cmhass) building.
Kenyan police nod FBI have
said the) nrc holding an unspecilied number of people for questioning. But no list of detainees has
' - 'J'-• 'ti
I
bccn madc pu bl 1c ano no cnarges
appear to have been filed against
anyone.
One
of
the
suspects,
Mohammed Saddiq Odeh, was

Great European Atmosphere at

~ 4Downtown squure •
Nonh Side of ('.QUMhOU81'

a.m. to 8 p.m.

• German Tortes Avallable
• Great Sandwich Specials: Pastrami,
ntrkey, etc.

smurday

8 a.m.

"Ii!~

• vegetarian Specials Dally

M<•ndu)' 1hroul!h l'rltla>'

10

EUIUJ, 'Dett

- ~· t)ut ()""' '1f,ew ~ • Now Serving Espresso & cappuccino
• Bratwurst & Schnitzel
• oafly Specials

to s p.m.

reported!) arrested in Karachi.
Pakistan, on Aug. 7 as he arrived
from Nairobi. He was returned 10
Kenya on Aug. 14, and is said to be
either a Jordanian or Palestinian
who obtained Kenyan citizenship
\--,
\)..')I\ '(' ~••"\ ...
I ..... .,<l•.J
m 1~~'*·
Local newspapers refer to him
as the prime suspect in the bombing, but the FBI has refused all
comment.
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CAR ACC IDENT RE CE NTLY?
REE REPORT reveals what the insurance companies don't want you to know.
as your car lnluredl
may be too!!
t may be weeks, months or even years before you experience pain. stiffness, headaches

w

ven arthritis!

" . lun IMllia In (bt«lm)
.
~Wiit-Mi

a.wing Pwtvm "11ft R DIGITAL

(1:00) 4:30 8:15
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[1:20) 4:10 7:00 9:15
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LARGE 1TOPPING

ss.99 A

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Call Us!
348-1626

Live Saturday ...

''Tiie As-ron•11-s••
...playing]azzy, Swingy-GoodTime Favorites!
No Cover • Band starts at 10:00 pm
Miller Lite Night from the Tub
Big Miiier Lite I 6oz.
Little Miiier Lite 7ozBuy the

BIG

for $2 &

gel t:he J...lll.lc for $ .25

Dinner Special...
"Too Much Walleye"Dinncr, fries/slaw for $5.95

348-8018
406 6th St.• Charleeton (At7ove Roc;'e)

(1:9CJl 4:507:3010:10
14 R
&2:15) 6:107:4'010:15

...
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HOW STELLA GOT

HER GROOVE B.ACK
Ang~a Bassett (El
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wboys in more
uble with the law
AS (AP) - Despite
by owner Jerry Jones to
the Dallas Cowboys' puband his millions spent to
player behavior, another
· stars is under police
'on.
time, it's All-Pro offensive
Larry Allen. Police are
ating a topless dancer's
'on that Allen forced her to
by threatening her with a
jn the parking lot of the
Cabaret dance club.
charges were filed against
o was in Jacksonville,
for an exhibition game
y night.
really not appropriate for
to make a comment or a
t, at this time," said Jones.
s more appropriate to make
nts when all the facts
been examined. Until that
don't think it's fair for anyjump to any conclusions."

Allen had no comment. He is
the fourth member of the Cowboys
to be accused by women of sexual
assauJt in less than two years. but
no charges were ever filed against
the other players.
Controlling player behavior has
been a problem for Dallas going
back to the Tom Landry era.
The Cowboys hired a former
FBI agent. Larry Wansley, to keep
an eye on the players for any unsavory acts.
In April 1997. Jones sought to
improve the Cowboys' image by
setting up a 10-mcmber department
headed by Calvin Hill and Robert
Newhouse to monitor player
behavior.
Jones said at the time that "the
fans of the Cowboys deserve this
type of intense commitment to
good behavior. We have a very
keen sensitivity and feeling about
where we've been regarding our
on- and off-field behavior."

Deanna Mcintyre /Photo editor

Breaking Away
Panther junior tailack Jabarey McDavid evails tacklers in a scrimmage on Thursday night. Eastern will begin play
on Sept. 3 at home against St. Joseph's (Ind.)

nskers among big game weekeria
By The Associated Press

e football opens with a
weekend - four games over
days featuring coaching debuts
and Southern California
of the Top 25 teams in the
poll.
Solich takes center stage on
y when he leads No. 4
· against Louisiana Tech in
mhuskers' first game not
by Tom Osborne since 1973.

"I don't know if I'll be nervous,
I'd classify it more as excitement,"
Solich says. "But there is still that
kind of nervous feeling many athletes
and coaches probably have, and it'll
definitely be there. But ( know we'll
have done the right things in preparing for the game." Also on Saturday.
No. 15 Colorado State, the favorite in
the Western Athletic Conference, visits No. 23 Michigan State in the
Black Coaches' Association Classic.
On Sunday. Purdue plays at

Southern California, where coach
PauJ Hackett replaces the fired John
Robinson, in the Pigskin Classic. Tbe
flurry of games ends Monday nighl,
when No. 2 Florida State plays No.
14 Texas A&M in the Kickoff Classic
at Giants Stadium. "It's a little like a
bowl game atmosphere," Seminoles
coach Bobby Bowden says. "We'll
go to the Meadowlands, take a tour.
see the Statue of Liberty ... but our
preparation has been like it wouJd be
for any opening ball game."

Mechael Stemberk next
to admit to gambling
CffiCAGO (AP) - A 24-yearold suburban Chicago man admitted Thursday he participated in a
gambling ring at Northwestern
University for at least three years
and al one point attempted to
"scare" a Wildcats basketball player into paying off his gambling
debl.
Michael Stemberk, of North

WHAT'S
COOKIN'

Tan iines

ose Specia{

Now Serving

Breakfast
Saturday U Sunday

Dozen Long Stem
· Roses

unitl lpm

Vased with Greenery
& Bow $29.95

7th C1 Madison
Charleston

-Closest to E.l.U. • Face Tanners on every bed •
Radios in every room • New Air conditioner! • New
Turbo bed fans • New Bulbs! • New Power Bed
81981 • Charleston's largest tanning facllltyl

345.. 7427

Isn't it time you
tried the best
restaurant in
Charleston?

BLE FLOWER SHOP _
3 Jefferson, Charleston• 345·7007

~ 1991

Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

compare our great
low prlcee ~ theirs

345-4743

3 W. Lincoln

r:----------,
------------,
Little Caesars· •
I ~Gk 5y Popular
,..~
Demand... p,..~ ~~5~\
~o~
~ ~e5

I I

.,..., u..c....... 1r~a:

1-14"

Pizza
w / J.

'topping

S(j99

:=.,·_..,_

I :
~p~
: 1 Original Larae 14"Pizza
with oneioppng
I I

:

•

Riverside, pleaded guilty to perjury
for lying to a grand jury about h1<.
involvement in the ring.
Stemberk is the sixth defend mt
to plead guilty as a result of a federal probe into gambling u
Northwestern, an investigation 1 11
uncovered evidence of fixed r <>ketball games and now involve~ he
1994 Wildcats football team.

:
I
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~
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$3.00 Pitchers Bud Lite
and Miller Lite

SAT.
16 oz. Miller Lite Bottles

Now Delivering
all day

carrv
Out Onlv
~.........

-----------We accept Master Card

Store Hours
Mon-Thurs 11-1:30
Fri-Sat 11-2
Sun 11-11

Visa
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Czarnecki classic definition of leader
Senior midfielder
looks to lead te..am
to better record
By David Pump
Associate sports edttor

Leadership on the soccer field
can come in many different forms.
The person could be a senior. a goal
scorer or just the best all-around
player on the team.
Senior mid fielder Mike
Czarnecki could possibly become
all of these in his final season with
the Panthers.
l.'I think if I do well, the team
will do a lot betfer,'.YC-zarireeki'saia.
"Personal awards don't mean as
much as the team, but if I am successful the team will be successful."
It might sound like he is arrogant
and complacent, but Czarnecki said
be is more worried about how many
games the team wins this season
compared to the 4-15 record compiled last year.
"Definitely we are looking to get
out to a quick stan," Czarnecki said.
"Last year was the most frustrating
year and the guys returning don't
want to go through that again."
To help an offense that lost 10

games by one goal last season is
one of the Johnson County
Community College transfer's main
objectives for the upcoming year.
"I am looking to contribute a lot
more goals because last year I
scored only one goal (against
Bradley)," he said. ''Now I will fill
a role looking to score and create,
the assists will come from the left
midfield position, but who knows if
I will be there this whole year."
What Czarnecki contributes to
the team might not always be seen
in the final score, but coach Tun
McClements said be bas great qualities.
"He will be a big part of our success on and off the field,"
McClements .said.
McClements recruited Cza~
mecki along with current Panther
teammate Kyle Mhtendorf our of
community college and have been
happy with the results.
"I picked him and Mitty
(Mittendorf) up at the same time,"
McClements said. ''I know the
coach they played for and I saw
both of them play·in high school."
"We decided to bring them in to
play D-I soccer and they are now
two of our top players."
Playing at Eastern is sort of a
dream come true for the Kansas

City, Kan. native.
"Out of junior college I wanted
to play Division l soccer and when
Coach McClements called I committed to Eastern," he said. "It's
great (to be a Panther) and I have no
regrets coming here, but I wish that
I would have skipped one year of
junior college because the difference isn't as great as I expected."
Czarnecki has high expectations
for himself, so high that he wants to
take soccer as far as he can go with
it.

"Obviously I would like to go on
and pursue some sort of professional career, that is the whole reason
why I go through this day to day,"
he said. " If I only wanted to go to
schqol Twould hav<;,stayed in K.C."
With Czarnecki playing soccer,
rather than onJy going to school, it
has given some great options to not
onJy himself, but to the coaches and
the rest of the team.
"I think be is the heart and soul
of our ream," McClements said.
"He is a hard worker, very driven
and team player, a great ambassador for the school and he has all
the tools to play at the next levels "

File Ph

Mike Czarnecki (13) chases the ball in a game last year. Czarnecki will ho
lead the Panthers to improve from their 4-15 season last year. The men
action on Tuesday when they travel to Wisconsin Green-Bay.

Lady Booters have last weekend to prepare for game
Lighter practices
to help injured heal
By Matt Wiison
Sports ecitor

All the flaws in the Panther women's soccer game will have to be ironed out this weekend.
This is the final weekend of practice before
Eastem's first game next Tuesday at
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
"Physically I want to recover from preseason practices," said Panther head coach Steve
Ballard. ''We've still got some injuries but I
hope all our injuries are healed and we gel and
get better as a team and we're ready to go:·
Ballard said another thing he's going to use

this weekend for giving the hurt players time

to relax.
''At this time ~t helps, so I've been giving
all our injured players time off," he said. ''We
should be healthy when Tuesday comes
around."

Injuries are a reoccurring problem for
Eastern, as it had some major injuries all
through last year's season. The Panthers were
able to battle through the injuries and nearly
come away with the Missouri Valley
Conference crown.
Ballard can see the same type of toughness
on this year's team.
"I can see the team really coming together
and bonding as a team," Ballard said. '"There
is a great competition within the team for
starting playing time. Right now I can't tell
the starting line up because of all the comJ»

tition."
Right now the onJy thing Ballard is concentrating on is his team, not the game against
Wisconsin Green-Bay.
This will be the
first game Eastern will
play against another team
besides themselves.
"We're ready to
.__........_._ _, play someone else,"
Steve Ballard Ballard said. ''We had no
preseason games or
scrimmages, so we're hungry and ready to
go."
Ballard said the practice schedule will
change this weekend.
After having one practice in the morning
and one in the afternoon Monday through
Friday, Ballard said the team will have light

''

We're ready to play someone else.
We've had no preseason or scrimmages, so we're hungry and ready to
go.
Steve Bal
women's soccer

practices on Saturday and Sunday.
''We will go through set plays and do
mental preparation so we know what to do·
situations and review situational plays so
know how to handle ourselves," Ballard ·
"It is very important to win the first game."

Spirited volleyball team ready for action against IUPUI
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer

Deanna Mclntyere /Photo editor
A Panther volleyballer spikes over two blockers in practice this week.

With the start of the season just
days away, the Panther volleyball
team is getting down to business
and seeing exactly what they have.
'This is a very spirited group."
Panther bead coach Betty Ralston
said. 'They are very competitive.
We have no set starters and will
have to use different line ups in different games. We will use this time
as an opportunity to see what everyone can do."
The competition for starting jobs
should prove to be fierce this year.
The Panthers are returning seven
letter winners.
Expected to make an impact for
the Panthers this year are returning
sophomores Erin Morrisson and
Kim Blackwell, who now holds the
freshman dig record.
Also coming back are junior
outside hitter Meleah Cutler and
junior setter Cari Stuchly. Cutler
was the lone Panther named to the

,, ______

We have no set starters and
will have to use different line
ups in different games. We
will use this time as an
opportunity to see what
everyone can do

,,

Betty Ralston,
Volleyball coach

______

All-OVC preseason team.
Missy Hollenkamp and Sherry
Austin will be the two senior members of this Panther team.
Hollenkamp is coming off of a season in which she was an All-OVC
Tournament pick.
A few new faces will al.so be
expected to make contributions to
the team.
Leslie Przekwas and Marcia
Hahn will see some time early on in
the season.

In an effort to prepare her
for the home opener on Se
against Indiana Universityat University of Indiana
Ralston has been ending prac ·
with scrimmages and will now
videotaping practices.
"We want to make sure that
videotape these practices so
they can see the mistakes that
make and get them to unders
that it is all a big deal," Ralston
And so far the biggest mis
have been mental errors.
"There are always going to
physical mistakes, but the
errors have to be eliminated.
need to get it out of our sy
now," Ralston said.
Entering their final week
practice before the season o
the players are beginning to
anxious.

'The kids all want to play
the coaches all want more prac ·
but it will be good to play so
else," Ralston said.

